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Doncaster Update   Scott Cardwell  17 September 2015 
 

The first meeting of our Winter Programme was almost a casualty.  St Peter’s Church Hall had 
been double-booked!  But in the face of catastrophe, and at the eleventh hour, we were offered 
the use of the Baptist Church just across Chequer Road.  It was warm, fully equipped and cosy, a 
bit like a little theatre.  We had a good night.   
 

Much of the enjoyment was to hear Scott Cardwell’s most positive and up-beat take on 
Doncaster’s major “Transformational Projects”.  Scott had been with Doncaster Council for 26 
years, rising to the role of Assistant Director of Development, and it would be hard to find anyone 
more committed to the successful development of their “patch”. 
 

Having spoken of Doncaster’s excellent road connectivity because if its location in a motorway 
box, he told us how vital the White Rose Way improvements had been.  The Highways Agency 
was finally happy with the town’s motorway access.  The next job was to complete the FARRS 
project, to connect the airport, the A638 Great North Road and Rossington to the M18.  This 
£110 million scheme had received a grant of £58 million from the Regional Growth Fund, the 
largest grant in the country.  As well as getting more people to the airport, the road link could 
unlock 20,000 jobs, and access sites for industry and house-building.  FARRS stage 2 from the old 
A1 to the airport would give access to a large enterprise zone and business park.  At Rossington, 
the “inland port” would be the largest planning application in the UK, a site of 562 hectares with a 
Railport with massive floorspace providing a huge logistics hub.  There were plans for 1,200 
homes on the former Rossington Colliery site. 
 

At Hatfield/Stainforth, the DN7 Initiative would link the settlements to the M18, develop a 
41 hectare “Project Unity” employment site for a projected 6,000 jobs.  Plans were in place to “up-
skill” the local post-mining labour force for the opportunities coming up. 
 

At Lakeside, the extended Vue cinema was trading well and work was ongoing to improve the 
area as a destination.  There would be more residential development taking advantage of the lake 
frontages as well as more food and drink outlets.  He thought the Jet Ski World Finals at Lakeside 
were a feather in Doncaster’s cap.  
 

The HS2 Academy would train workers for the high-speed rail development over a 50-year 
programme, sharing a campus split with Birmingham.  The design work on the building had reached 
RIBA stage B for this development of a Council-owned site.  There were plenty more available.  
We were the fastest-growing economy in the (Sheffield) City Region. 
 

The Civic and Cultural Quarter was a £300 million project.  The Civic Office was one of the 
best value schemes of its kind in the UK.  CAST was an innovative building with multi-use spaces.  
The new square would be finally enclosed on 3 sides with the addition of a 6 screen cinema and 
4 restaurants.  This cultural offer was hoped to rival the drinking culture of Silver Street. 
 

At Rossington Hall it was proposed to develop 2 golf courses to PGA European Tour 
standards which would enhance the 2 existing hotels.  1,500 “fairway homes” were proposed. 
 

Doncaster’s visitor economy was driven by 13 million day trips per year, more than were 
enjoyed by Bath, we were told.  The town centre was the key, but other important attractions 
were the Racecourse and the Yorkshire Wildlife Park. 
 

All these projects were already started, fully committed or in the pipeline.  They were not dreams. 
It had been a pleasure to hear a confident and optimistic view of the town’s planning for the future. 

                 Archie Sinclair 
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Members’ News  

Winter Programme 2015-2016 
 

All events will take place at St Peter’s RC Church Hall, Chequer Road. 
 

All on Thursdays at 7.30 pm 
 

17 March  Clive Howarth on Doncaster’s Great Fire1853: St George’s Church 
   Clive is Churchwarden at St George’s and editor of achurchnearyou website 
 

14 April  Members’ Forum 
 

Winter Programme 2016-2017 
 
15 September Ian Stevenson on Monk Bretton Priory 
   Monk Bretton Priory is an English Heritage site to the east of Barnsley. 
 

13 October   John Hamshere on Kelham Island Museum, Sheffield 
   John is Chief Executive of Sheffield Industrial Museums Trust 
 

November  AGM and Buffet Supper 
 

December  No meeting 

 
 

2016 Local History Fair Saturday 7th May 
 

This year’s Local History Fair will be held at Doncaster Museum and Art Gallery, 
Chequer Road, on Saturday 7th May from 11 am to 4 pm.  As usual the Trust will have 
a display and a stall selling its publications. 
 

 

Newsletter Archives Updated 
 
We have been busy lately thinking about how we can make our website more useful and attractive 
and hope to be able to launch a new style site later in the year. 
 

As part of this work, we have been able to update the archives section of the site by uploading all 
back-copies of the Newsletter and Trust Topics. This new resource dates back to 1970 and 
contains hundreds of fascinating and informative articles by past and present members, notably our 
former long-serving secretary Eric Braim, whose elegant prose has illuminated many interesting 
subjects associated with Doncaster’s rich built and natural heritage. 
 

This treasure trove of information is online and searchable and we hope you will enjoy exploring 
this new element of the Trust’s website. 

 

Trust Topics is edited by: 

Archie Sinclair, 43 Ellers Avenue, Bessacarr, Doncaster DN4 7DY 

e-mail: mail@doncastercivictrust.org.uk 

telephone: 01302 538225 
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The Founding and Early Years of the Trust 
 
This is the first of several articles we are planning to commemorate the Trust’s 
70th anniversary. 
 
This article explores the reasons why a group of people in 1946 decided that the 
Doncaster area needed a Civic Trust, one of the earliest to be established in 
Yorkshire. 
 

We need to go back two years previously to 1944 when the government began to make plans for a 
post-war world.  It passed the Town and Country Planning Act which gave Councils greater power 
to rebuild its town and cities.   
 
In Doncaster a Town Plan was proposed with part of it expanding on pre-war schemes that had 
never been implemented.  The Plan included three bus stations, widening of nearly all the town 
centre streets, building two new ring roads and the demolition of nearly all buildings on South 
Parade for a civic centre.  There was a great deal of criticism in the Press from many people.   
 
The plan’s sternest critic was an engineer, C E Farran.  He was particularly scathing of a proposal to 
put a road through St George’s churchyard and he also pointed out that widening of the High 
Street would result in the demolition of either the Mansion House or the Westminster Bank.  He 
thought that the whole plan was just a scheme to get as many cars into and through town as 
quickly as possible.  He was right.  It had been prepared by Highway Engineers and had not been 
referred to any planning experts outside the Borough for inspection.  
 
It was against this background that just after the war, on the 14th June 1945, eleven people 
gathered at 28 South Parade, the home of Mrs Miller, a keen student of town planning.  They 
decided to form a new society interested in the preservation and recording of ancient buildings and 
houses of architectural interest in the neighbourhood.  In the chair for this first meeting was an 
architect, E H Walker, whose father had designed the Clock Corner, now our logo building.  
Included in the group was C H Theobald, a local historian who was elected Chairman, and  
C E Farran.   
 
Over the next few months the group sought support in the town until finally on 21st May 1946, 
and by this time known as Doncaster Civic Trust, it held its first public meeting at Beechfield 
Museum and Art Gallery in Waterdale.  60 people heard an address by Lord Rosse, founder of the 
Georgian Society, who emphasised the importance of preserving important old buildings in planning 
schemes.   
 
The name Doncaster Civic Trust was almost certainly taken from the idea of York Civic Trust, 
founded a few months previously.  The first elections as Doncaster Civic Trust took place the 
following month and C H Theobald was elected the Trust’s first Chairman.  Unfortunately he 
resigned shortly afterwards and the Trust had no permanent Chairman for over a year.   
 
It could easily have foundered at that point but in October 1947 C E Farran took over as 
Chairman.  Major Farran was to be Chair for the next 22 years and he made the Trust a recognised 
and respected organisation.  His deputy elected in 1947 was a scientist with the LNER called  
T Henry Turner.  Turner was a man with ideas ahead of his time.  He was a great advocate of 
public participation in planning, even well before the Planning Acts came into force.  
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Under the new leadership the Trust was soon involved in a major campaign.  In October 1947 it 
was decided that the town needed a new power station to be built at Crimpsall, an area of water 
meadow near the river.  In September 1948 the Trust decided to oppose the building of the station 
on the grounds of atmospheric pollution, traffic congestion and the spoiling of a riverside walk. 
At a public meeting Major Farran suggested that Thorpe Marsh would be a better site.  It was 
rejected on cost grounds and the Electricity Authority even suggested that Crimpsall would be 
improved in appearance by the power station.  The Trust demanded a public enquiry and this was 
held in 1950.  The Trust was represented by Turner using his scientific knowledge and skills to 
show why it should be refused.  However it was approved and the Power Station was built. 
 
Eventually it became clear that 
the points made by the Trust 
were all correct; a few years 
later it was decided that Thorpe 
Marsh was needed after all.   
 
 
Crimpsall Power Station, Doncaster, 
photographed in 1957.  It opened in 
September 1953 and shut in October 
1983.  It was deigned by architects 
Farmer & Dark.  Nikolaus Pevsner 
wrote that it was “one of the best of a 
large batch of mid 20th century power 
stations in England.  Doncaster Prison 
now stands on the site. 

 
 
The power station at Crimpsall did not improve the area and its chimneys could be seen even from 
the top of Hallgate for decades; in 1970 a technical assessor said that the building of the station had 
been a poor planning choice and that it was pouring out fine dust and sulphur over the town much 
as Turner had predicted. 
 
What is remarkable is that two 
people who had just taken over 
a society that was only over a 
year old could take on a major 
organisation using their skills.  
They might have lost the 
campaign but were right in every 
respect.   
 
 
 
Thorpe Marsh Power Station near 
Barnby Dun photographed in 2009 
when only its cooling towers were still 
standing. 

 
Next time we will have a look at some key events in the Trust’s existence 
 

           Peter Coote 
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The Trust’s Student Bursary Scheme - Latest 
 
In November we launched round three of our bursary scheme, inviting once again students from 
Doncaster to apply for funding to support their studies in built environment and traditional crafts. 
Students can apply for up to £1,000 per annum for the duration of their studies.  The closing date 
for applications is 29th January 2016. 
 

We are currently supporting two students, Rachel and Steven who are studying architecture, and 
have recently awarded a third bursary to Ashley from Bentley who is undertaking an MA in 
architecture at Sheffield University.  He was part of the team working on the Mansion House 
project. 
 

Rachel says........ 
“Following successful completion of the previous two years on the part-time Masters of Architecture at 
Leeds Beckett University I am now well into semester one of the third year.  The Design Studio project 
which I start this year will be my main design thesis project which will span over this year and next year.  I 
have (obviously!) based my student design project in my home town of Doncaster, on the site of the 
Hatfield Colliery and the focus of the project should be an interesting combination of exploring high density 
living combined with the potential impact of flooding (rising sea levels & storm surge/fluvial events), whilst 
also looking at alternative energy production using the mining network itself. 
  

Mixing work with University combined with the hefty commute to Leeds where I both work and study has 
been very consuming, but it is still a labour of love and I cannot thank Doncaster Civic Trust enough for 
continuing to support me in my academic studies – I do not think I would be here without you!” 
  

Steven says...... 
“Since my last update, I have graduated from the University of Lincoln with a BArch (Hons) Architecture 
degree.  My next step was to find a placement for my Part I Year Out which contributed to the three parts 
needed to become an Architect.  I am very lucky to say that I am an Architectural Assistant at William 
Saunders Partnership LLP, based at the head office in Newark.  This followed on from a placement at a 
smaller firm in York which didn't work out due to the amount of projects they currently were involved in.  I 
am really enjoying my time at my new placement which is also holding a lot of promising opportunities. 
 

For the last two years of my degree I received the bursary which contributed greatly with helping me being 
able to create more interesting displays and models which came to mind when I was designing. I am very 
grateful again for the contributions and I hope to try and give something back to the Trust, pushing for 
younger people to be more knowledgeable about the built environment.  My online portfolio shows some of 
the best bits from each of my projects for anyone who is interested - www.behance.net/sawhitehouse94 
 

My next step is to continue my studies with a masters at Oxford Brookes or back in Lincoln.  I'm looking 
forward to going back and learning more, especially within psychology of design." 
 

We are pleased to say that Steven and Ashley have joined our education group to help develop 
further useful learning projects to supplement our growing schools programme. 
 

Mansion House Project 
 
Once again, we have been fortunate to be able to work with Sheffield School of Architecture 
students as part of their ‘Live Project’ initiative.  This time, we have been in collaboration with the 
Friends of Doncaster Mansion House and Doncaster Council to develop a learning package to 
introduce school children to the architectural delights of Doncaster Mansion House.   
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The students have created a stimulating and imaginative series of design exercises and games which 
we have been trialling in the Mansion House on ‘open days’ with young visitors and we are pleased 
to say that initial reactions have been good.  
 

We have also asked some of our local primary schools to trial the package so that we can fine-tune 
the product before we launch it later in the year.  
 

Members can find out more about this project by visiting our website. 
We would very much appreciate your comments and suggestions on the project. 
 

                  Jeff Prior 
 

The Mansion House Revealed 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Having been “under wraps” during its renovations, 
the Mansion House’s impressive new look was 
unveiled in January.  The rusticated limestone at 
ground floor level has now been revealed. 
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The Story of the Glassby Arch  
 

On 6th November 2015 Archie Sinclair and 
Peter Coote were invited to a ceremony at the 
Almshouses on Church Street in Mexborough 
called ‘Unveiling the Glassby Arch’.   
 
The Event 
This historic arch had been rescued by the 
Mexborough Charity Trust and in particular by 
local historian Giles Brearley.  The day was a 
culmination of a great deal of hard work and 
effort and was thus cause for celebration.  
Amongst the large number of people present 
were reporters and in the evening the story was 
in the TV news on both Calendar and Look 
North.    After speeches from Giles Brearley and 
others from the National Crime Agency and the 
Dearne Valley Landscape Partnership, everyone 
adjourned to a local hostelry. 
 
Origins of the Arch 
The Glassby Arch was created by the 
Mexborough born sculptor Robert Glassby 
(1835-92) in 1859.  

After the unveiling ceremony – the north side of the arch 

It was originally situated in the garden of his patron, industrialist John Reed, who lived on Market 
Street, and was the owner of the Rock Pottery in Mexborough.  
 
Who was Robert Glassby? 
Glassby was born in a cottage in Mexborough which has since been demolished but it stood very 
close to the new location of the arch.  Glassby became a stonemason and in his younger years 
worked for William Anelay, who was at that time based in Doncaster.  It is believed that he may 
have designed and built the arch at the Hyde Park Cemetery when he was employed by the firm.  
(See Planning Matters for more information on the Doncaster arch).  
 
After studying drawing and modelling in Sheffield and then Paris, he became a sculptor.  He moved 
to London where he studied at the Royal Academy and then worked on a variety of jobs for 
different sculpture studios.  For 20 years from 1870 he worked as principal studio assistant to 
Joseph Edgar Boehm.  On Boehm’s death he completed many of his works including a statue of 
Emperor Frederick 3rd for Windsor Castle.  He also pursued his own practice and at the time of 
his death in 1892 he was working for Queen Victoria on a bust of the Grand Duke of Hesse which 
had been commissioned for the Royal Mausoleum at Frogmore.  
 
The Arch on the Move  
Eventually Reed’s house became a doctor’s but in 1966 the house had to be demolished for the 
Mexborough by-pass and the arch had to be relocated.  Fortunately it was rescued by a local 
enthusiast, Paul White, who had it re-erected at Fern Villa on Church Street.  For many years it 
was safe in the garden but eventually the villa was sold and then demolished by the new owner.   
A new house rose in its place.   
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Mexborough Heritage Society was very concerned about the future of the arch and due to the 
tenacity of member Gary Barker it was listed as Grade 2 in October 2004.  Eventually, and as a 
result of investigations, both house and arch were seized by the National Crime Agency.  They 
were obliged to sell the house but the arch was gifted to the Mexborough Charity Trust in 2014 to 
be held in perpetuity for the local people.  Local historian and accountant Giles Brearley was the 
driving force in its rescue.  
 
The next stage was to move it - and the only way to do it was to take it apart and lift it by crane 
over the house on to a lorry.  It was then stored until details of its new location could be finalised.   
During his speech Giles Brearley thanked G L Beal Ltd, the Stone Masonry contractors who re-
erected the arch.  He said, “Moving the arch is not an easy task.  Extensive photographs had to be 
taken and pieces numbered and catalogued for correct reassignment and packaged up into a 
meaningful order”. 

 

Some of the sculptures on the south side of the arch 
 

New Location 
The unveiling ceremony on Church Street was the fist time we had seen the arch.  We found it 
fascinating because it is full of small and very detailed sculptures believed to be copied from local 
churches in which Glassby was interested.  Apart from the arch itself each corner has a separate 
sculpture too, although one, a rabbit, is missing.  It is hoped to replace it with a copy.  
 
Viewing the Arch 

You can view the arch at its new location.  You can 
see it from the street but you cannot gain access to 
it because it is on private land.  The last work to be 
done is the provision of flood-lighting which should 
be completed shortly. 
 
The Trust would like to thank Gary Barker and 
Giles Brearley for their help in preparing this 
article.  Our cover photo of the arch under 
construction was taken by Ron James.  The other 
photographs were taken by Archie Sinclair.   
The history of Robert Glassby was supplied by 
Michael Piper.  More details may be found on his 
excellent website Glassby.com - Glassby Family 
History Chapter 1 
 

The view from the street looking north 

           Peter Coote 
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Yorkshire and Humberside Association of Civic Societies 
(YHACS) Meeting at Christ Church Hall Skipton on 18 July 2015 
 
Bit of an early start on this one!  I caught the 07.35 train from Kirk Sandall to Doncaster expecting 
a quick connection with a Leeds train.  Oh dear…no Leeds train until 08.26.  A Greggs breakfast at 
£2.00 solved the time problem and gave me time to read up on the agenda and last set of minutes. 
 

The 8.26 arrived in Leeds at 9.12 so plenty of time to get to platform 4b for the 9.26 to Skipton.   
A lovely journey north of Keighley with beautiful views of the dales arriving in Skipton at 10.15. 
A quick look at the street map outside the station and 10 minutes later I was at the Christ Church 
Hall site. 
 

As part of the day’s itinerary YAHCS had organised a short walking tour of Skipton Town Centre. 
Led by Claire Nash, we set off at 10.35 with a quick look round the church itself, adjacent to the 
hall, construction starting in 1834. 
 

Skipton is a former mill town with all dwellings predominately in local stone.  There is a lot of new 
development which has been undertaken sympathetically including a nearby Tesco, built on the site 
of the former railway station, now moved due to extra lines being required. 
 

We passed the former Dewhurst’s Mill, manufacturers of SYLCO cotton reels, which is now part 
council offices and part up-market apartments.  On to see a spur of the Leeds-Liverpool canal built 
for the Earl of Thanet to take goods to and from the castle site.  The former cattle market on High 
Street has been replaced by stalls on either side selling the products we find in our own Doncaster 
Market.  Through various back streets and alleys looking at changes – some good, mostly bad – 
that had been approved by local planners or a government inspector on appeal.  Claire and her 
colleagues are not happy with a lot of the new developments in the town centre! 
 

At 12 noon we dispersed for lunch.  I can recommend the Devonshire Hotel and not just because 
it’s a Wetherspoons…At 1 o’ clock we all returned to Christ Church Hall for the meeting proper. 
 

A welcome by Kevin Trickett of YHACS was followed by an address by the Mayor of Skipton  
Cllr Gordon Bell on the history of Skipton.  Sheila Clark from Skipton Civic Society then spoke on 
the history of the local Civic Society, formed 54 years ago when rumours of a local large scale 
demolition the High Street hit the press.  The society is currently working on a time-line of Skipton 
Town Centre. 
 

Kevin, in his role as YAHCS chairman, then gave an update on the government’s position on 
brownfield sites and the regional launch of Historic England.  A pep-talk on recruitment and 
retention of members was next, plus a plug for Civic Voice at a national level. 
 

The Treasurer’s Report showed YAHCS was doing well financially and that 40 societies had paid 
their current subs. 
 

Guest speaker was Nicola Morris, Project Leader for Craven Museum and Gallery, talking about a 
£90k grant from the Arts Council as part of a £3.7m project to create a new visitor experience.  
7 weeks into the post she said her aim was to provide a better service for local people and to 
widen the profile of the customer base, so things like an exhibition of Muslim Art including 
calligraphy and Islamic geometry were planned. 
 

The next speaker was Peter Cooper on “Building Happiness” – literally!  From Scarborough Civic 
Society Peter was keen on doing things – the society is (a) renovating rooms on Scarborough 
Station as artist’s studios and (b) on a religious theme renovating Dean Road Chapel.   
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For (a) they have sourced £465k but it’s only enough to make the property wind and weather tight 
– progress to follow.  For (b) they have £10k from HLF but they need £650k in total, so it’s very 
much a long-term project. 
 

Under the heading of YAHCS portfolios, Malcolm Sharman of Hull Civic Trust spoke on Heritage 
and Culture and the need to embrace “localness” as the basis for furthering the influence of the 
Civic Trust.  Margaret Clarke of Goole Civic Trust spoke on Civic Pride – the Victorians had it in 
bucketfuls and we should too. “Its all around you - be proud of where you live”. A good motto for 
all Civic Trust members I thought… 
 

Louisa McFarland then spoke on Skipton Civic News and gave examples of local planning 
applications on which the society had been involved.  The current fad seemed to be “glass and 
steel” which did not work in the town centre.  She also gave examples of people not using up-to-
date statistics or enough detail to support applications. 
 

Paul Cartwright from Pontefract Civic Society then gave an address.  PCS was producing a leaflet – 
funded by the local authority – which they were delivering to all residents of new developments in 
the town giving useful information to the occupiers including a plug for membership of the local 
Civic Society.  An innovative idea I thought! 
 

Helen Kidman from Ilkley Civic Society Helen.kidman3@btinternet.com then asked if all local Civic 
Trust members with specialist planning knowledge could contact her for a regional meeting that 
she was setting up.  
 

YHACS Chairman Kevin Trickett closed the meeting and gave details of the next one, to be held in 
Pontefract.  

        Steve Kimber, Exec Member 
 

Do you have an e-mail address? 
 

Over the last year or so we have had two incidents where we really wanted to contact members 
quickly.  We have regular meetings with speakers at St Peter’s Church Hall and on two occasions 
we have had a sudden change of speaker and a change of venue.  We couldn’t let everyone know 
about these changes in time.  However if we had had a record of e-mails we could have contacted 
you immediately.   
 

Since then we have been asking many members for their e-mail and so far have collected them for 
over 60 addresses.  
 

If you have an e-mail address and would be happy to disclose it to us then please e-mail 
it to mail@doncastercivictrust.org.uk.  It will be strictly confidential and will not be disclosed to 
other members.  It will be retained by the Membership Secretary and will only be available to Trust 
Officers.  It will never be disclosed to any other organisation. 
 

We will use the e-mail sparingly.  Apart from emergencies we will also e-mail you a Regional 
Newsletter which may be of interest.  This is published by YHACS, the Yorkshire and Humber 
Association of Civic Societies and gives information about other societies.  It is published 4 times 
per year and received by us on e-mail only. 
 

Of course if you do not have an e-mail address or a computer, don’t worry as it won’t affect your 
membership in any way. Thank you. 
 

       Peter Coote    Membership Secretary 
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Planning MattersPlanning MattersPlanning MattersPlanning Matters    
 

In this article we bring you details of some of the planning applications that we have perused in 
recent months.   
 

Alterations to Buildings 
 

One of the most interesting old buildings in the area is the Cumberland Hotel on Thorne Road.  
There have been many alterations over the years but the external character has remained largely 
intact.  The new application was for a smoking hut, children’s play area and a conservatory.  We 
objected to the latter.  Conservatories can look attractive but in this case it was at the front, in a 
prominent position and of an inappropriate form.  We thought it would harm the character of the 
building.  Fortunately this element was withdrawn before the planning decision was made.  
 

Barclays Bank on High Street is a fine Victorian building, listed Grade2.  When constructed in 
1885 it contained decorative roundels on its timber doors and on the stonework below the front 
windows.  Over the years some of the roundels in the stonework and one set of doors have been 
lost due to the need for ATMs.  More recently some of the damage has been repaired with one of 
the stone roundels being reinstated.  In the latest application they proposed to remove the ATM 
lobby and reinstate the heavy timber doors complete with their 4 decorative roundels.  We wrote 
in support and encouraged the bank to get the replacement doors design absolutely right. 
 

Signage in the High Street 
 

We were recently dismayed to see an application for over-large signage for a new Kentucky Fried 
Chicken in the High Street at 28-29 High Street, formerly Mothercare.  This is a 1960s building 
of no special interest but it is in the conservation area and KFC really shouldn’t be trying to inflict a 
large picture of Colonel Sanders on the street scene here.  We felt the sign should be more 
restrained and smaller in size.   
 

Even worse than KFC are the unauthorised signs at 1 Scot Lane, the former Yorkshire Bank, a 
Grade 2 building opposite the Mansion House.  They are so bad that we featured them in 
September under ‘Eyesore Corner’.  Shortly afterwards the owners applied for some new signs to 
replace the unauthorised ones.  We were pleased to see an application at last but not so pleased 
with the new proposals to fit 6 signs on the stonework, plus two hanging signs.  We thought it 
needed a different approach.  There was scope for signage in the windows or on the glass. There 
should be a minimum of signage on the face of the building with one traditional hanging sign to 
identify it.  Then, for reasons unknown to us, the whole application was withdrawn.  We are 
hoping for a better application next time but it is a pity we still have to endure the trashy signs put 
up in the first place.  
 

In January the TSB, on the corner of Priory Place and High Street, applied for a number of 
illuminated and non-illuminated signs on the façade.  We felt that the additional signage was 
unnecessary and that proposed new fascias would damage the fine stonework of this listed building.  
An objection was lodged to the proposals.  You may be interested to know that the Trust saved 
this building from demolition by getting it listed in 1976.  
 

Hyde Park Cemetery:  the Arch 
 

For those of you who have been following the saga of the Carr Grange Cemetery Lodge arch, we 
were very disappointed, but not surprised, to lose the battle to keep the top of the arch, the apex.  
Instead the arch was to be restored without the apex.   
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The only small victory was that a little more of the arch was saved than originally proposed and at 
least the scaffolding is no longer needed for support.  Even so it looks insipid and has lost much of 
its character.   
 
We believe the arch, now privately owned, should 
have been restored by the Council before they put 
it on the market and this situation could have been 
avoided.  The arch is almost certainly an early work 
by Robert Glassby who went on to be an 
important sculptor.  It is ironic that it 
should be spoilt in the same year that 
another arch, the Glassby Arch in 
Mexborough, has been restored.  At 
some time in the future we believe 
that the cemetery arch should be 
restored too as the missing 
stonework has been retained.   
 

Restoration of a Mansion: Thorne Hall 
 

Several years ago the Trust expressed concern about the Council selling off its listed buildings.  
There was clearly a threat particularly if buildings fell empty.  Sadly for Thorne Hall this is exactly 
what has happened.  The Hall was once a grand house but has been Council offices for many years.  
Even so its fine interior had been largely preserved, initially by Thorne RDC.  In recent years it has 
deteriorated sharply.  In 2015 Historic England had this to say:  
 

“The aesthetic value and craftsmanship of the interiors of Thorne Hall played a major  
part in the significance of the hall.  It is therefore extremely saddening that these interiors have deteriorated to 
the extent that they have since the listing review in 2012.  The photographs (included with the recent 
application) appear to show the loss of all the original panelled doors and architraves as well as some window 
architraves, fireplaces, floors and ceilings.” 
 

The good news though is that it has a new owner.  The proposal is to develop some of the grounds 
for housing but they also plan to restore the Hall as a single dwelling.  We were pleased to see this 
application but the restoration could have been so much easier if the Council had continued to 
occupy it until the point of sale thus preventing theft and vandalism.  
 

A New Sculpture  
 

The Trust reviewed an application from South Yorkshire Museum Aeroventure at the 
Lakeside.  This was an interesting bronze sculpture commemorating the Battle of Britain.  It will be 
in a clearing in a wood probably only visible from the museum itself.  From the drawings it looked 
pretty good. 
 

Planning and Conservation Sub Committee 
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Old Hatfield and Hatfield Woodhouse  
Gary Brett Thursday 14th January 2016 
 

Gary Brett spoke to a packed audience of members and guests on ‘Old Hatfield and Hatfield 
Woodhouse’.  Using his very extensive collection of old postcards and photographs Gary took us 
on a wonderful historic tour of the area looking at houses, chapels, schools, parades and people. 
 

We started on the edge of the area at Wyndthorpe Hall, originally built as Park Lane Hall, before 
moving on to Dunsville.  The village, Gary told us, was named after the builder Mr Dunn, formerly 
manager of a local Co-op.  Next was a remarkable aerial view of Broadway in Dunscroft under 
construction in 1926.  We soon reached Hatfield.  A quick detour down Lings Lane took us to the 
windmill complete with sails.  It was built in 1875 and the mill is still there today but the sails were 
lost in 1912. 

On the left is Bow House. Hatfield’s is now on far right.          Manor Road, Hatfield 
 

Back on to the main road and past some almshouses we arrived at Ash Hill corner.  Here we saw 
Bow House, built in 1735 and opposite a house now known as Hatfields.  We were also told about 
figures from the past as we went: Jack Hawley, a Victorian figure was mentioned.  From more 
modern times Gary mentioned Florrie Harland, well known for many years as the lollipop lady at 
the local Travis school.  A building from the past was Hatfield House, once an important mansion 
but demolished in 1955.  We were shown a photo of the local hunt gathering outside.   
 

On right is Old Court House with Blue Bell beyond.           The Ingram Arms which was rebuilt in the 1920s 
 

Around the corner we saw views of Hatfield Manor.  This partly dates from the 12th century.  It 
has royal connections and Chaucer stayed there in 1358.  We were told about a building of 1800 
which faced the road.  It looked like a house but was once the local Court House, later divided into 
two houses.  By now we were at our first pub, the Blue Bell.  It’s still there but beyond it we could 
also see adjoining cottages on the corner which have been long demolished.  
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A few more buildings of the past were also seen: the original Ingram Arms, more cottages and the 
Girls School of 1851.  It later became an infants’ school but was demolished in the 1970s. 
We then saw the Grange, looking like a house in the country.  Today it’s a Chinese restaurant.  
Close by we could see the elegant Hawthorne House. 
 

Hatfield Church with Girls’ School in foreground           The Grange, Hatfield 
 

Opposite the church we were shown a building with a shop on a rounded corner.  This was the 
Workhouse until 1839.  The picture showed another local person, Bert Scholey, a tinsmith and 
bicycle man who ran the shop.  Later it became a cobblers operated by Frank Haigh who was 
completely deaf.  
 
Hatfield Church is magnificent and several photos were included.  Particularly interesting were old 
photographs taken from the top of the Church Tower which showed us the village layout.  Near 
the church we saw the Travis school of 1682.  It closed in 1968 but the building is still there, in use 
as the offices of Hatfield Parish Council.  
 
A trip down Station Road took us to Dunscroft Abbey, a magnificent house, demolished in the 
1960s.  This was the talk’s most depressing moment as we pondered on its destruction but we 
were soon cheered up by pictures of the annual carnival of 1923, in the High Street.  There were 
plenty of photos of the High Street including villas, cottages, Edwardian houses and the Vicarage of 
1870.  Many still stand today although one of the pubs, the Red Lion, was demolished as long ago as 
1908.  The library stands on the site today.  
 

2 views of High Street, Hatfield     The Red Lion on the right was demolished in 1904  
 

The greatest change was at Town End.  Parts of it were demolished for the M18 motorway and it 
looks very different today.  We then moved on to the nearby village of Hatfield Woodhouse where 
we saw the Spotted Bull, the village pub whose fittings were later transferred to the Working 
Men’s Club. 
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Fidler’s horse bus had been photographed.  This went to Doncaster at 7.30am and returned later in 
the afternoon.  We were shown pictures of the village’s two chapels.  There was even a photo of a 
tree proudly planted in the centre of the village in 1902 to commemorate Edward the Seventh’s 
coronation.  It was removed in 1990.   
A peek at the village’s rural way of life came with a photograph of its long serving postman in the 
Edwardian era.  He never had to buy meat or vegetables as the local farmers and shops always kept 
him fully supplied.  The village also used to have its own show and we saw photos of that too. 

 
We then came out of the village to the remote 
Lindholme Hall, once owned by the Lyons family 
but now a Buddhist retreat.  We ended the talk 
at a well known hostelry, the Green Tree Inn 
situated between Hatfield, Hatfield Woodhouse 
and Thorne.  
 

This report covers many of the buildings but not 
all by any means.  We were also told more about 
the villagers in the photographs too, but these 
are not recorded in this report.  

The Green Tree Inn, Hatfield 

              Peter and Sue Coote 
 

2016 Heritage Walks Programme 
 

New this year is the Trust’s very first Heritage Walk in Tickhill.  The walks will be led by Steve 
Kimber and Andy Ward who have already taken over 1,300 guests on the Doncaster Heritage 
Walks in the last five years. 
 

Doncaster North Walk 
 

All start from Doncaster TIC 
 

Saturday 7th May at 10.30 
 

Saturday 2nd July at 10.30 
 

Saturday 20th August at 10.30 
 

Doncaster South Walk 
 

All start from Doncaster TIC 
 

Saturday 23rd April at 10.30 
 

Saturday 4th June at 10.30 
 

Saturday 30th July at 10.30 
 

Bawtry Walk 
 

All start from Cooplands Bakers 
 

Sunday 24th April at 2 pm 
 

Sunday 3rd July at 2 pm 
 

Sunday 21st August at 2 pm 
 

NEW! Tickhill Walk  
 

All start from Methodist Church  
 

Sunday 8th May at 2 pm 
 

Sunday 5th June at 2 pm 
 

Sunday 31st July at 2 pm 
 

All the walks last approximately 2½ hours and the cost is £5 per person. 
Numbers are limited to 20 per walk and advance booking is recommended. 
 

Bookings can be made by telephoning Doncaster Tourist Information Centre on 
Doncaster (01302) 734309 or by e-mailing tourist.information@doncaster.gov.uk 


